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Experimental Agriculture publishes the results of research on crops, herbage and forage,
with the main emphasis on field experiments carried out in the warmer climates
of the world. It also includes accounts of new experimental techniques, discussions of specific
problems met in countries where agricultural production is developing rapidly, review articles
on new developments in scientific agriculture, and occasional papers on technical,
economic and sociological aspects of farming systems. The journal is the successor to The
Empire Journal of Experimental Agriculture.

Experimental Agriculture is published quarterly. Four parts form a volume.

Subscriptions may be sent to any bookseller or subscription agent or direct to Cambridge
University Press, P.O. Box 92, London, N.W. 1. Subscriptions in the U.S.A. and Canada
should be sent to the American branch of the Press, 32 East 57th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10022. The subscription price is £ 5 net (including postage) for an annual volume
($16.50 in the U.S.A.), payable in advance; separate parts cost 35*. net or $5.00 each
(plus postage).
Second class postage paid at New York, N.Y.
Back Volumes. Inquiries for Vols. 1-32 of The Empire Journal of Experimental Agriculture
should be addressed to Wm Dawson & Sons Ltd, Cannon House, Folkestone, Kent.
Previously published parts of Experimental Agriculture are available from the London or New
York offices of Cambridge University Press.

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions will be welcomed from scientists of all the accepted pattern. This very much facilitates the work
nationalities, particularly those working in tropical and of the Editor and may often result in a paper being pub-
sub-tropical countries where up-to-date techniques of lished earlier than if it requires a great deal of detailed
agricultural experimentation are helping in the rapid editorial attention. Numerical data, which should only be
development of more modern methods of farm production. included if they are essential to the argument, can be
Contributions, which must be written in English, should be presented either in the form of tables or diagrams, but
sent to the Editor, Professor J. P. Hudson, The should never be shown in both ways. It is not the normal
Spinney, Wrington, Bristol. custom of the Journal to publish notes shorter than about

2000 words (4 pages) or longer than about 6000 words
Conditions of acceptance. Submission of a paper will ( ' 2 ?*%<* including illustrations),
be taken to imply that the material has not previously been
published, and is not being considered for publication else- Typescripts. A top copy and one carbon copy of the
where. Papers published in Experimental Agriculture may s c r i P l sn°"ld be submitted, typed with double spacing, on
not be reprinted or published in translation without per- o n e s i d e o f t h e PaPer o n ly a n d w i t h margins of about i |
mission from the Editor, given on behalf of the Editorial inches at the left-hand side and head of each sheet. Quarto
Board. s i z e •* Preferred to foolscap.

General lay-out. Before having their manuscripts typed Title. The development of automatic bibliographic
contributors are asked to look carefully at the lay-out of methods, based on single-word indexing of the significant
other papers published in this journal, to ensure that their words in the title, makes it essential that the title of each
own papers, as submitted, conform as closely as possible to paper should contain the maximum of relevant informa-
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Gardona
the spray-safe insecticide

Gardona is a new insecticide from
Shell. And it's a spray-safe insecti-
cide because it can be sprayed with-
out the use of special protective
clothing. What's new about Gardona
is its low toxicity to man and
animals.

Gardona is especially effective
against caterpillars, flies and beetles.
It protects apples and pears from
Codling moth, citrus fruits from
fruit flies, and vegetables from
caterpillars and flea-beetles.

And Gardona's selective activity
against these pests means most
beneficial insects and organisms
survive the spraying.

Although Gardona will control
pests for up to fourteen days3
depending on the dosage, its low-
mammalian toxicity means crops
may be safely harvested a very short
time after treatment. In most cases
the following day.

Spray-safe Gardona is also show-
ing promising results in the control

of major pests in a variety of other
crops such as cotton, rice and maize.

Gardona is another product of
Shell's continuing research into the
development of effective and safe
insecticides. For further informa-
tion or supplies of Gardona contact
your Shell company or Shell
Chemicals distributor.

Shell Chemicals I (SHELL)
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Annals of
Applied
Biology

Partial contents of Volume 65,

Number 2 April 1970

L. R. TAYLOR AI
tion of counts 01

ggregation and the
f Aphis fabae Scop.

ie transforma-
on beans.

M. J. P. SHAW Effects of population density on
alienicolae of Aphis fabae Scop. i. The effect
of crowding on the production of alatae in
the laboratory.

M. J. P. SHAW Effects of population density on
alienicolae of Aphis fabae Scop. 11. The
effects of crowding on the expression of
migratory urge among alatae in the laboratory.

M. J. P. SHAW Effects of population density on
alienicolae of Aphis fabae Scop. i n . The
effect of isolation on the development of form
and behaviour of alatae in a laboratory clone.

T. LEWIS Patterns of distribution on insects
near a windbreak of tall trees.

M. STERNLICHT Contribution to the biology of
the citrus bud mite Aceria sheldoni (Ewing)
(Acarina: Eirophyidae).

T. V. PRICE Epidemiology and control of
powdery mildew [Sphaerotheca pamwsa) on
roses.

R. B. MAUDE The control of Septoria on celery
seed.

ELISABETH GUNTHER, DORTHE EGGERT, and G.
GROMMER Resistance of tomatoes to late
blight (Phytophthora infestans).

45s. net (S7.OO in USA). Annual subscription
£10 net ($33.00 in USA).
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Pergamon
Press

INTENSIVE BEEF PRODUCTION
T. R. PRESTON and M. B.WILLIS
This unique monograph, after a comprehen-
sive survey and analysis of all aspects of the
growing and fattening of cattle for meat,
presents an operational approach to beef
production of world wide application.
536 pp (Publication: Summer 1970) 160s

THE ROLE OF WATER IN
AGRICULTURE
J. A. TAYLOR

The contents of this book are based on papers
and discussions at a Symposium held at
the Welsh Plant Breeding Station near
Aberystwyth in March 1969.
256 pp 55s

THE ECONOMICS OF IRRIGATION
COLIN CLARK

Packed with information, this book contains
the critically important facts over as wide a
range as possible concerning the application
of water, by human agency, to assist the
growth of crops and grass. The cost of
irrigation water from streams, canals, wells,
pumps and dams is analysed, close attention
being given to the economic returns.
160 pp 55s

INTRODUCTION TO CROP
HUSBANDRY—Second Edition

J. A. R. LOCKHART and A. J. L.WISEMAN

This revised second edition which has adopted
the metric system, giving Imperial units only
as alternatives, is intended for City and Guilds
General Agricultural students and for those
concerned with the Ordinary National Diploma
and similar courses.
298 pp (Publication: Summer 1970)
37s flexicover
50s hard cover

For further details of these or other books
from Pergamon Press, please write to:
College Department, Pergamon Press Ltd.,
Headington Hill Hall, Oxford.
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Aldrin

makes the earth a healthy place
for crops to grow in

Aldrin is a highly effective
Shell insecticide.

It works underground to dest-
roy the full range of soil insect
pests, which attack the vital root
system of your crop. For the
major groups of soil pests, wire-
worms, cutworms, white grubs
and mole-crickets, it is recognised
as the most efficient insecticide
there is. It can be applied to any
type of soil in the world, and is
harmless to beneficial micro-
organisms in the soil.

Used for row treatment, as an
overall application, as a root dip,
or as a seed-treatment, aldrin is
especially suited for use with
maize and other cereals, sugar cane,
sugar beet, potatoes and tobacco.

Aldrin has excellent residual
action. It is stable in the presence
of other agricultural chemicals,
does not affect germination, and
has no taint. Used as directed,
aldrin is harmless to both farmers
and consumers. It is available as
the technical material and high

concentrate dusts for further
formulation, and also in forms
suitable for the grower: emulsifi-
able concentrates, wettable pow-
ders, field strength dusts and
granules.

For details of approved uses
and advice on application of aldrin
consult your Shell company or
Shell chemicals distributor.

Shell Chemicals I(SHELL)
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